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I.4. REFLECTIONS OF THE IMPERFECT

LEARNING OF THE TIBERIAN 

PRONUNCIATION IN THE MIDDLE AGES 

I.4.1. PRELIMINARY REMARKS

The Tiberian pronunciation was highly prestigious when it was a 

living oral tradition (§I.0.9.). For this reason, many readers strove 

to adopt it in their reading of the Bible and orthoepic measures 

were taken to ensure that it was pronounced correctly and 

distinctly. The fact that the Tiberian pronunciation was the ideal 

target of readers of the Bible is reflected by the fact that many 

manuscripts pointed with Babylonian and Palestinian vowel signs 

display a tendency to convergence with the Tiberian tradition.  

Although the prestigious Tiberian pronunciation tradition 

was the ideal target, many readers fell short of achieving this 

target due to imperfect learning and interference from other 

reading traditions and vernacular languages.1 This is reflected by 

the fact that manuscripts with Babylonian and Palestinian 

systems of vocalization that were adapted to the Tiberian 

tradition rarely exhibit complete convergence. Even those of a 

manuscript such as I Firkovtich Evr. I B 3 (Codex Babylonicus 

1 For the phenomenon of imperfect learning and its role in conditioning 

linguistic change see Thomason and Kaufman (1988, 251–55) and 

Thomason (2001, 66–76). 

© Geoffrey Khan, CC BY 4.0 https://doi.org/10.11647/OBP.0163.04
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Petropolitanus), which appears to represent the Tiberian tradi-

tion very closely, exhibits some differences from the tradition of 

the inner circle of the Tiberian Masoretic school (§I.2.5.8.). 

The various Non-Standard Tiberian manuscripts that have 

come down to us from the Middle Ages exhibit some developed 

orthoepic features of the Tiberian tradition, such as the extended 

use of dagesh, but in many cases their vocalization reflects a read-

ing that falls short of the Tiberian model.  

The Karaite transcriptions into Arabic script exhibit read-

ings of various degrees of closeness to the Tiberian tradition. 

Most are very close, whereas a few reflect a reading that falls 

short of the Tiberian ideal due to imperfect learning and interfer-

ence. The transcriptions are particularly important for our under-

standing of the processes at work that resulted in such a failure 

to reach the ideal target. The discussion in this chapter, therefore, 

will be based to a large extent on the evidence from the transcrip-

tions. 

The failure to achieve the target is due to imperfect learn-

ing and the impact of the phonology of a substrate on the pro-

duction of the reading. The key process involves the matching of 

phonetic sounds in the Tiberian target pronunciation with pho-

nemic prototypes in the substrate rather than learning the Tibe-

rian phonemic prototypes and matching the phonetic sounds 

with these. This can lead to a distribution of sounds that does not 

correspond to that of the Tiberian target. Such a suboptimal out-

come can be classified into two types. (i) The distribution of 

sounds may correspond to that of the substrate. (ii) The distribu-

tion of sounds may correspond neither to that of the substrate 
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nor to that of Tiberian target. In the latter case, the resulting type 

of pronunciation can be said to be a ‘hypercorrection’.  

I.4.2. CONSONANTS 

The main case study concerning the interference of a substrate in 

the achievement of a Tiberian target in the reading of consonants 

is the pronunciation of the interdental consonants. 

In most of the Sefardi reading traditions of the Levant and 

North Africa that have continued down to modern times the let-

ters tav and dalet are pronounced as stops in all contexts. They 

are not pronounced as interdentals where the Tiberian tradition 

had fricative tav [θ] or fricative dalet [ð],2 e.g. 

Aleppo 

 ˌkəvrat ̍ ʔeˌrøˑs ̴(Katz 1981, 9 | L [BHS]:  ִֶרץּכ ְבַרת־ֶאֶ֖  Gen. 49.19 

‘some distance’) 
 ˈgad geˈdud (Katz 1981, 8 | L [BHS]: ִֶ֖ ִּגְִִדּג  דּוד   Gen. 49.19 ‘Gad, 

a troop … ’) 
Jerba 

 weˌhəthalˈleˑx (Katz 1977, 17 | L [BHS]: ְִתַה ִ ְוה  ְךּל   Exod. 21.19 

‘and he walks about’) 
 jaʕaˈbod (Katz 1977, 18 | L [BHS]: ד  Exod. 21.2 ‘he will ַיֲעב ֹ֑

work’) 
                                                 
2 For this phenomenon see Garbell (1954, 232), Katz (1977, 16–18, 

1981, 4–5), Akun (2010, 35–37, 46–47), Henshke (2013, 861–182). 
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Morocco 

 tihuˈmut (Akun 2010, 46 | L [BHS]: ת  Exod. 15.8 ְתה מ ֶ֖

‘depths’) 
 miˈyad (Akun 2010, 36 | L [BHS]: ִ דַּי ִמ  Exod. 14.30 ‘from the 

hand of (cstr.)’) 
The Sefardi reading traditions had their origin in the Pales-

tinian reading tradition of Hebrew. This phenomenon, however, 

was not an original feature of the Palestinian reading tradition, 

but rather it appears to be the result of interference from the Ar-

abic dialects spoken by the Jews of the regions in question, in 

which stops have replaced the interdental consonants.3 In regions 

where the Arabic dialects of the Jews preserved the interdentals, 

these consonants were generally preserved also in the local Se-

fardi reading traditions of Hebrew.4 

In some medieval Karaite transcriptions, there is evidence 

that readers sometimes pronounced tav and dalet as stops where 

interdental realizations would be expected. This is seen particu-

larly clearly in the case of the transcription of tav, since the stop 

and fricative realizations are distinguished by different Arabic di-

acritics (i.e. ت vs. ث), whereas the occurrence of an Arabic د with-

                                                 
3 See, for example, Nevo (1991, 3–4: Aleppo), David Cohen (1975, 19: 

Tunis), Marcel Cohen (1912, 21: Algiers). 

4 This is seen, for example, in the reading traditions of the Jews of 

Yemen (Morag 1963, 41–42) and of the Jews of Baghdad (Morag 1977, 

5) 
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out a diacritic in a manuscript of a transcription could, in princi-

ple, be the result of the scribal omission of the diacritic from the 

letter dhāl and need not necessarily be interpreted as a dāl. 
One manuscript of interest in this respect is BL Or 2551, 

fols. 31-101, which is an Arabic transcription of Psalms accom-

panied by an Arabic commentary. Where fricative tav occurs in 

the Tiberian tradition, this manuscript generally has the Arabic 

letter interdental thāʾ, e.g. 

ַחתִ :BL Or 2551 fol. 31r, 3 | L [BHS]) ۚمۖش۟لا۟حث  ְשַלַ֗  .Psa מ ִ֜

78.49 ‘sending of’) 

اۜوث۩مۚۚ   (BL Or 2551 fol. 31v, 10 | L [BHS]: ִֶות מ   מ  Psa. 78.50 

‘from death’) 

يث  ית :BL Or 2551 fol. 32r, 6 | L [BHS]) ۛراۚشࣵ  Psa. 78.51 ראש  

‘beginning’) 

ה :BL Or 2551 fol. 32v, 13 | L [BHS]) ۠قاۖن۠ثا  ְנת    Psa. 78.54 ‘(it ק 

f.) acquired’) 
On several occasions, however, it has Arabic tāʾ where the 

Tiberian pronunciation has a fricative tav, reflecting the 

pronunciation of the consonant as a stop, e.g. 

ר :BL Or 2551 fol. 34v, 3 | L [BHS]) ۚهۖتۘع۠بار  ָּֽ ְתַעב   Psa. 78.62 ה 

‘he was angry’) 
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 Psa. 79.1 object ֶאת־ :BL Or 2551 fol. 37r, 14 | L [BHS]) ۜات 

marker) 

In some cases the vocalizer adds a rafe sign over the tāʾ: 

ومۖكت ٘ۚ   (BL Or 2551 fol. 36v, 9 | L [BHS]: ם  Psa. 78.72 ְּכת  

‘according to the integrity’) 

بونۚ   ۢوثوۚبت ۖ  (BL Or 2551 fol. 36v, 9 | L [BHS]: ֹות ְתבּונֶ֖  .Psa ּוב 

78.72 ‘and with the skilfulness of’) 

او  יו :BL Or 2551 fol. 34v, 6 | L [BHS]) وۖبتولۢوت ۠  .Psa ּוְּ֝בתּוֹלת ַ֗

78.63 ‘and its maidens’) 

و٘ۢۚ  بۚبۖخت   (BL Or 2551 fol. 55r, 2 | L [BHS]: ֹוב ְכת   Psa. 87.6 ב 

‘when writing’) 
The fact that in many places the manuscript has thāʾ where 

expected in the Tiberian tradition shows that the reading that it 

represents is not a type of Sefardi reading without any interdental 

consonants such as those discussed above. It appears to be an 

attempt at reading with a Tiberian pronunciation. The reader was 

successful in achieving the correct pronunciation of fricative tav 

in many places, but in several cases interference from a substrate 

resulted in this being read incorrectly as a stop. The rafe sign 

written over tāʾ in some cases reflects the reader’s Tiberian target, 
which was not achieved. 

It is significant to note that in this manuscript transcrip-

tions of Tiberian fricative tav with the Arabic stop tāʾ are much 
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more common in the Hebrew words that are embedded within 

the Arabic commentary. None of these is marked with the rafe 

sign, e.g. 

ַחת :BL Or 2551 fol. 31v, 7 | L [BHS]) ۚمۖش۟لحت  ְשַלַ֗ -commen מ ּ֝

tary on Psa. 78.49 ‘sending of’) 

יב :BL Or 2551 fol. 31v, 12 | L [BHS]) ۠ناتۚيب  ת ַ֗  commentary נ 

on Psa. 78.50 ‘a path’) 

۠تاسورۚلۢا   (BL Or 2551 fol. 31r, 13 | L [BHS]: ּור סַ֗ אִת   Deut ל  

17.11 in the commentary on Psa. 78.50 ‘you shall not 
decline’) 
The isolated Hebrew words within the commentary 

evidently reflect a less learned type of reading than the reading 

of the biblical text itself. Less effort was made to achieve the 

prestigious Tiberian target. 

The ultimate origin of this elimination of interdentals in the 

Hebrew reading is likely to have been the lack of interdentals in 

the vernacular Arabic speech of the reader, as is the case with the 

modern Sefardi traditions without interdentals. There is, indeed, 

evidence from inscriptions and papyri that interdental 

consonants were lost in some Arabic dialects as early as the 

beginning of the eighth century C.E. (first century A.H.).5 

                                                 
5 See Hopkins (1984, 33–36). To the material cited by Hopkins can be 

added the inscription no. 15 in Combe, Sauvaget and Wiet eds. (1931-
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A possible way of explaining the suboptimal distribution of 

stops and interdentals in the manuscript is the model proposed 

by Blevins (2017) for phonological processes that take place in 

language contact situations. In the spoken vernacular of the 

reader, there was not an unvoiced interdental phoneme /θ/ but 

only a stop phoneme /t/ or, more likely, /tʰ/, i.e. an aspirated 

unvoiced stop. This had only stops as its phonetic realization, i.e. 

[tʰ] and most likely also deaspirated [t]. When the reader heard 
in the Tiberian pronunciation the interdental phonetic tokens 

[θ], these were perceptually matched to the stop /tʰ/ prototype 
phoneme of the reader’s vernacular. This matching brought 

about a ‘perceptual magnet effect’, to use Blevins’ metaphor, 
whereby the interdental tokens of Tiberian were perceived as 

being like the stop tokens of the prototype in the native 

vernacular. As a result of this lack of perception, or at least 

difficulties of perception, of phonetic difference, the two tokens 

were confused. The ultimate result of such a process would be 

the pulling of the interdental into a change that would level its 

difference from the token of the prototype in the vernacular, i.e. 

a stop. In the attempted pronunciation reflected by the 

manuscript, however, the reader still had some knowledge, if 

imperfect, of the Tiberian distribution of interdentals and a desire 

to implement it, at least in the learned reading of the biblical text 

section. This has prevented a complete levelling of the distinction 

between interdentals and stops. 

                                                 

1991). The main evidence in these sources is the occurrence of the 

pointing of Arabic tāʾ where thāʾ is expected. 
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Another manuscript of a Karaite transcription, BL Or 2552 

fols. 90-141, in most cases has an Arabic tāʾ where a fricative tav 

occurs in the Tiberian tradition, e.g. 

ناموتۚموتۚكي   (BL Or 2552 fol. 90v, 2 | L [BHS]: ִֹות י־מ  ּכ 

֔מּות  (’Sam. 14.14 ‘because we have to die 2 נ 

ֶלת :BL Or 2552 fol. 90v, 3 | L [BHS]) قوهالت   Ecc. 1.1 ק ֶה 

‘preacher’) 

ִ :BL Or 2552 fol. 92v, 2 | L [BHS]) يترون  ְתרֶ֖ ֹון־ּי   Ecc. 1.3 

‘profit’) 
A Tiberian fricative tav is represented by Arabic thāʾ only 

in a few cases, e.g. 

יִִ֙ :BL Or 2552 fol. 106v, 3 | L [BHS]) رايثي  ית  א ִ֙  Ecc 4.15 ‘I ר 

saw’) 

נּוִִ֙ :BL Or 2552 fol. 133v, 1 | L [BHS]) ناحلاثانو  ת ִ֙  Lam. 5.2 ַנֲחל 

‘our inheritance’) 

ים :BL Or 2552 fol. 133v, 11 | L [BHS]) يثوميم  ִ֤  Lam. 5.3 ְיתֹומ 

‘orphans’) 
This indicates that the reader was making some attempt at 

the prestigious Tiberian pronunciation. The process of levelling 

of vernacular and Tiberian phonetic tokens had, however, pro-

gressed further than in BL Or 2551, fols. 31-101. This would have 
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involved, presumably, a lesser degree of ability to perceive dif-

ferences between the tokens and a lesser degree of knowledge of 

the correct distribution of tokens in the Tiberian pronunciation. 

A further reflection of this in the manuscript is the occurrence of 

an Arabic thāʾ where there was a stop in the correct Tiberian 

reading: 

ע :BL Or 2552 fol. 113v, 2 | L [BHS]) الۚثرشاع  ְרַש   .Ecc ַאל־ת 

7.17 ‘do not be wicked!’)  
This can be regarded as a hypercorrection, whereby the 

reader strives to achieve the prestigious Tiberian reading by 

using an interdental token, but this is used incorrectly where the 

stop token should have occurred, resulting in a distribution of 

tokens that corresponds neither to that of Tiberian pronunciation 

nor to that of the vernacular substrate.  

Another type of phenomenon that may be interpreted as 

the result of imperfect learning of the Tiberian tradition is at-

tested in the following transcriptions. In some manuscripts, the 

tav in the words ִַאְת ‘you (fs)’ and ים ת   houses’ is transcribed by‘ ב 

a fricative thāʾ, e.g. 

اۖثۚ۟اࣵۚ   (BL Or 2544, fol. 14v, 2 | L [BHS]: ְִת  Gen. 24.60 ‘you ַא 

(fs)) 

ם :BL Or 2549,  fol. 34v, 1 | L [BHS]) ۠باۛثيۜهࣶام  יֶהֶ֖ ת   Jer. 5.25 ב 

‘their houses’) 
Elsewhere in these manuscripts, the stop and fricative 

realization of tav are transcribed with their correct Tiberian 
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distribution. The tav in these two words in Tiberian pronun-

ciation have the anomalous feature of being pronounced as a stop 

after a vowel although they are not geminated, at least in the 

conservative dagesh forte—dagesh lene stream of the Tiberian 

reading tradition (§I.2.5.9.3., §I.3.1.12.).6 The fricative pronun-

ciation that is reflected in these manuscripts may be the result of 

an analogical levelling that eliminated the anomalous 

distribution of the ungeminated stop. This would be a natural 

phonological process, but it reflects imperfect learning of the 

standard Tiberian tradition.7 

I.4.3. VOWELS 

I.4.3.1. Interchanges of Signs Reflecting a Substrate 

of Palestinian Pronunciation 

Many biblical manuscripts with Non-Standard Tiberian vocal-

ization exhibit interchanges of pataḥ and qameṣ vowel signs and 

interchanges of segol and ṣere vowel signs. Similar interchanges 

are found in many biblical texts with Palestinian vocalization. 

                                                 
6 In the more advanced extended dagesh forte stream of the Tiberian 

tradition the tav would have been geminated in both words 

(§I.3.1.11.3.). 

7 A parallel to this phenomenon of fricativization of the tav by analogy 

is attested in the Babylonian tradition of Biblical Hebrew, in that one 

manuscript with Babylonian vocalization has a Babylonian rafe sign 

over the tav of the plural form ‘houses: ֵֿ  יוְבָת  (BHS י ת    Ezek. 26:12 ‘and ּוב 

the houses of’ (Yeivin 1985, 868)). 
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Different patterns of interchanges are attested across the 

manuscripts.8  

These interchanges reflect the fact that the reading 

tradition of the scribe had only one ‘a’ vowel phoneme and only 

one ‘e’ vowel phoneme, which was characteristic of the Pales-

tinian reading tradition. This corresponded to the sound system 

of Jewish Palestinian Aramaic, which, in turn, is likely to have 

arisen by convergence with the sound system of Greek in 

Byzantine Palestine.  

It is significant to note that non-biblical texts, generally of 

a liturgical nature, which reflect the Palestinian type of 

pronunciation, whether expressed in Tiberian or Palestinian 

vowel signs, sometimes have only one ‘a’ vowel sign and one ‘e’ 
vowel sign.9 Such liturgical texts no doubt reflect more directly 

the Palestinian sound system. The biblical manuscripts that ex-

hibit interchanges of vowels reflect the result of readers attempt-

ing to pronounce the text with the prestigious Tiberian pronun-

ciation but failing to achieve the target. The interchanging of 

written signs in the manuscripts reflects the phenomenon, but we 

must turn to some Karaite transcriptions to have more insight 

                                                 
8 For this phenomenon in Non-Standard Tiberian biblical texts see 

Morag (1959), Díez Macho (1963), and Blapp (2017). For biblical texts 

in Palestinian vocalization see Revell (1970a). 
9 For liturgical texts with Tiberian vocalization of this nature see Mishor 

(2002, 235), Rand and Loeffler (2015, 9) [I thank my colleague Michael 

Rand for these references] and for texts with Palestinian vocalization 

see Revell (1970a; 1970b) and Yahalom (1997). 
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into how the signs were pronounced and the phonological pro-

cesses that lay behind these interchanges of signs. 

I.4.3.2. Evidence for the Phonetic Realization of 

Interchanged Signs 

Of particular interest in this regard is the Karaite transcription in 

BL Or 2555. This manuscript exhibits an interchange of ṣere and 

segol signs in syllables where the vowel is long. In the 

transcription such vowels are represented sometimes by Arabic 

ʾalif and sometimes by Arabic yāʾ. This can be interpreted as 

reflecting the fact that the scribe read each of the two vowel signs 

with two different qualities. These may be reconstructed as [ɛː], 
which was represented by ʾalif, and [eː], which was represented 

by yāʾ. Some examples are as follows. 

Where Standard Tiberian has segol 

(i) Segol sign corresponding to Tiberian segol is represented by 

ʾalif: 

ָך :BL Or 2555 fol. 71v, 5 | L [BHS]) [jɔːˈðɛːχɔː] ۠ياۜذا۠خا  ֶדֹ֑   ־י 

Ecc. 7.18 ‘your hand’) 
(ii) Ṣere sign corresponding to Tiberian segol is represented by 

ʾalif: 

ֶבל :BL Or 2555 fol. 26r, 12 | L [BHS]) [hɛːvɛlˈ] ۛهاۜبل   .Ecc ֶהֶ֛

4.8 ‘vanity’) 
(iii) Segol sign corresponding to Tiberian segol is represented by 

yāʾ: 
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ֶפ ה :BL Or 2555 fol. 10r, 5 | L [BHS]) [jɔːˈfeː] ۠ياۜفي   Ecc. 3.11 י 

‘beautiful’) 
(iv) Ṣere sign corresponding to Tiberian segol is represented by 

yāʾ: 

يۜلذـيۛۚ   [ˈjeːlɛð] (BL Or 2555 fol. 31v, 1 | L [BHS]: ֶי ֶלד Ecc. 4.13 

‘child’) 
Where Standard Tiberian has ṣere 
(i) Ṣere sign corresponding to Tiberian ṣere is represented by yāʾ: 

ي۟ذاعـيۛۚ   [jeːˈðaːaʕ] (BL Or 2555 fol. 81r, 2 | L [BHS]: ע ַדֶ֖  .Ecc י 

8.5 ‘he will know’) 
(ii) Segol sign corresponding to Tiberian ṣere is represented by 

yāʾ: 

 :BL Or 2555 fol. 18r, 1 | L [BHS]) [habbeheːˈmɔː] هبۜهي۠ما 

ה מ ֔  (’Ecc. 3.21 ‘the beast ַהְבה 
(iii) Ṣere sign corresponding to Tiberian ṣere is represented by 

ʾalif: 

اۛهام ۠ۚ   [ˈhɛːɛmmɔː] (BL Or 2555 fol. 14v, 2 | L [BHS]: ה מ  ֶ֖  .Ecc ה 

3.18 ‘they’) 
(iv) Segol sign corresponding to Tiberian ṣere is represented by 

ʾalif: 
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ן :BL Or 2555 fol. 14v, 5 | L [BHS]) [kʰɛːɛnˈ] ۜكان   Ecc. 3.19 ּכ  

‘thus’) 
This shows that interchanges of vowel signs can reflect a 

pronunciation with interchanges of vowel qualities that is inde-

pendent of the interchange of the signs. This situation can be ex-

plained by the model used above (§I.4.2.). We may assume that 

the reader had only one long ‘e’ vowel prototype phoneme in the 

pronunciation tradition that he was most competent in. We can 

represent this as /ē/ and assume that it had the phonetic token 

[eː]. When the reader heard in the target Tiberian pronunciation 

the phonetic tokens of ṣere [eː] and long segol [ɛː], both of these 

were perceptually matched with the prototype /ē/. This mat-

ching brought about a ‘perceptual magnet effect’, whereby the 
[eː] and [ɛː] tokens of Tiberian were perceived as being like the 

[eː] tokens of the prototype in the source pronunciation. The 

reader attempted to pronounce the tokens of the Tiberian target 

pronunciation but had difficulty in distinguishing between them 

and, moreover, could not match the signs with the phonetic to-

kens that he pronounced. 

I.4.3.3. Interchanges of Signs Reflecting a Substrate 

of Arabic Vernacular 

Several medieval Bible manuscripts vocalized with Tiberian signs 

exhibit the interchange of segol and pataḥ. The vocalization of 

some of these manuscripts exhibits a variety of other Non-Stand-

ard Tiberian features, such as the extended use of dagesh. This 

applies, for example, to manuscripts such as the following: 
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ִַָּֽעִִּ֜לְִ  ת  יְזר   (T-S A13.20, Blapp 2018, 148 | L [BHS]: י ת   .Psa ְלֶעְזר  

70.2 ‘to my help’) 
 ִֹ֑ רעִֶש    (T-S A13.20, Blapp 2018, 148 | L [BHS]: ַער ֹ֑  Psa. 69.13 ש 

‘gate’) 
יםעִַ  ֔ ְשר   (T-S Misc 1.46, Arrant 2020 | L [BHS]: ים ֔  .Exod ֶעְשר 

27.10 ‘twenty’) 
בִֶ  עֶר   (T-S Misc 1.46, Arrant 2020 | L [BHS]: ַבע  Exod. 29.40 ֶר 

‘quarter’) 
The interchange is sporadically found, however, also in 

early model manuscripts that have a vocalization that is other-

wise standard Tiberian. One such manuscript is II Firkovitch Evr. 

II B 10 (Yeivin 1980, 23 = L3), which was dedicated in 946 C.E., 

e.g. 

הֶאִ  ְרֶבֶ֖  (II Firkovitch Evr. II B 10 | L [BHS]: ה  Gen. 16.10 ַאְרֶבֶ֖

‘I shall multiply’) 
There is evidence of this phenomenon even in L. In Deut. 

28.11 BHS has the form ְִֶ֖בַהְמְתָך ‘your cattle’ with a pataḥ in place 

of an expected segol, which occurs elsewhere in this form in L and 

also in Deut. 28.11 in other early model manuscripts (e.g. S 

ְמְתָךְִֶ֖בֶהִ ). Golinets (2013, 254–355) has shown that the pataḥ in L 

was written over an original segol by a second hand after, it 

seems, the ink of the segol had become faint. It is not clear at 

what period this second hand made this change, but it reflects 

the type of segol—pataḥ interchange that is discussed here. 

Some Non-Standard Tiberian manuscripts exhibit a ten-

dency to substitute pataḥ for segol specifically in the environment 

of gutturals, e.g. 
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 .Lev ֶעְרַו ת :T-S AS 5.144, Outhwaite 2020 | L [BHS]) ַעְרַו ת 

18.15 ‘nakedness’) 
ח  ַאְזר  ח :T-S AS 5.144, Outhwaite 2020 | L [BHS]) ה  ֔ ֶאְזר  ָּֽ  .Lev ה 

18.26 ‘the native’) 
As can be seen from other examples cited above, however, 

the interchange of pataḥ and segol is not restricted to this pattern 

in many manuscripts. 

The Babylonian vocalization system did not have a sign 

that corresponded to Tiberian segol. The Babylonian sign miftaḥ 

pumma corresponded to both Tiberian pataḥ and Tiberian segol. 

In principle, therefore, it may be thought that the interchange of 

segol and pataḥ was due to a substrate of a Babylonian pronunci-

ation tradition. The manuscripts described above, however, do 

not exhibit other features of Babylonian pronunciation. It is more 

likely that the interchange was brought about by the influence of 

the vernacular language of the vocalizers, which, at the period in 

question, must have been Arabic. Following the model of expla-

nation used for other interference features, the interchange can 

be said to have arisen by the process of matching the pataḥ and 

segol phonetic tokens, i.e. [a], [aː], [ɑ], [ɑː], [ɛ] and [ɛː], with the 

Arabic prototype phonemes /a/ and /ā/, rather than with the 
distinct prototypes of pataḥ and segol in Tiberian pronunciation. 

In modern Arabic vernaculars the Arabic phonemes /a/ and /ā/ 
have a range of phonetic allophonic realizations that include [æ], 

[æː], [ɛ], [ɛː], [ɑ] and [ɑː] (Barkat-Defradas 2011b, 2011a). As-

suming that this was the case also in the Middle Ages, then this 

would have facilitated the perceptual matching of the Arabic pro-

totypes /a/ and /ā/ with the tokens of Tiberian pataḥ and segol. 
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As a result of this imperfect learning of Tiberian prototype pho-

nemes and consequent difficulties of perceiving the differences 

between them, the phonetic qualities and their graphic represen-

tation were confused. 

Some Non-Standard Tiberian Bible manuscripts that have 

the pataḥ—segol interchange exhibit also interchanges of these 

vowels with other vowels, resulting in three-way or even four-

way interchanges. Some examples of these from the data pre-

sented in Arrant (2020) include the following: 

pataḥ—segol—ṣere interchanges: 

ֶשִ  ִּוב  ְלת ִ֙  (T-S AS 67.133, Arrant 2020 | L [BHS]: ִ ַשְלת ִ֙  .Deut ּוב 

16.7 ‘and you will cook’) 
ַא ִ  ר  הי   (T-S AS 67.133, Arrant 2020 | L [BHS]: ה ֶא  ר   .Deut י 

16.16 ‘shall appear’) 
רבִ   ָּק   ב   (T-S AS 67.133, Arrant 2020 | L [BHS]: ר ָּק    .Deut ַבב 

14.26 ‘in oxen’) 
ְהי  ִ  הי   (T-S AS 67.133, Arrant 2020 | L [BHS]: ְהֶי ה  Deut. 15.9 י 

‘will be’) 
pataḥ—segol—qameṣ interchanges: 

םֶאִ  ֶת   (T-S NS 18.5, Arrant 2020 | L [BHS]: ם  Num. 14.41 ַאֶת 

‘you (pl)’) 
אמ ִ  רַוּי    (T-S NS 18.5, Arrant 2020 | L [BHS]: אֶמר  Num. 14.41 ַוּי  

‘and he said’) 
 ִ ְג֔פּוֶנ ֶ֣ת   (T-S NS 18.5, Arrant 2020 | L [BHS]: נ  ְֶ֣ג֔פּו  Num. 14.42 ת 

‘you will [not] be struck down’) 
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pataḥ—segol—qameṣ—ṣere interchanges: 

ןִ ַוַּיעִֶ   (LG B1.56, Arrant 2020 | L [BHS]:  ִַוַּיַען Gen. 23.10 ‘and 

he answered’) 
רעִֶֶשִָּֽ   (LG B1.56, Arrant 2020 | L [BHS]: ַער  Gen. 23.10 ַשָּֽ

‘gate’) 
ןזִֶ  ֔ ק   (LG B1.56, Arrant 2020 | L [BHS]: ן ֔ ק   (’Gen. 24.1 ‘old ז 
יבַסִ  ָּֽ ב   (LG B1.56, Arrant 2020 | L [BHS]: יב ָּֽ ב   Gen. 23.17 ס 

‘around’) 
ְבד  ֹוִִ֙ע   (LG B1.56, Arrant 2020 | L [BHS]: ִִַ֙עְבֹּדֹו Gen. 24.2 ‘his 

slave’) 
תְלֶעִ    (LG B1.56, Arrant 2020 | L [BHS]: ְלע  ת Gen. 24.11 ‘at 

the time of’) 
הִִַ֙מְרא ִ   (LG B1.56, Arrant 2020 | L [BHS]: ִִַ֙מְרֶאה Gen. 24.16 

‘appearance’) 
These three-way and four-way interchanges can also be ex-

plained as being due to the interference of an Arabic vernacular 

substrate. In such cases, the Arabic prototype phonemes /a/ and 

/ā/ are matched with the phonetic tokens of not only Tiberian 
pataḥ and segol but also with those of ṣere and qameṣ i.e. [eː], [ɔ] 

and [ɔː]. Arabic /a/ and /ā/ can be realized with the high allo-
phones [e], [eː] by the process of vowel raising (known as ʾimāla) 

in various modern Arabic dialects and this can be reconstructed 

for earlier periods (de Jong 2011). This is reflected by some me-

dieval Judaeo-Arabic texts with Tiberian vocalization signs, 

which represent such raised /a/ and /ā/ vowels by ṣere (Khan 

2010, 204), e.g.  
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אַֹּדּך  ב  ִע  י  Classical Arabic ʿalā ʿibādak = [ʕaleː ʕibeːdak] ֲעל 
‘on your servants’ (T-S Ar.8.3, fol. 16v) 

ם   Classical Arabic wa-lam ‘and not’ (T-S = [walem] ְול 

Ar.8.3, fol. 22v) 

In these medieval vocalized Judaeo-Arabic manuscripts the 

Tiberian qameṣ sign is generally restricted to the representation 

of the /a/ vowel in the diphthong /aw/, reflecting, it seems, the 

partial phonetic assimilation of the vowel to /w/, which resulted 

in a back open-mid quality close to that of Tiberian qameṣ, i.e. 

[ɔw] (Khan 2010, 210), e.g.  

ְוַבה   Classical Arabic nawba ‘accident’ (T-S = [nɔwba] נ 

Ar.8.3 fol. 17r) 

This suggests that the range of phonetic allophones of Ara-

bic /a/ included also [ɔ]. 

The existence of a range of qualities in the phonetic allo-

phones of Arabic /a/ and /ā/ that corresponded to those of the 
Tiberian vowels pataḥ, segol, ṣere and qameṣ would have facili-

tated the matching of the Arabic prototypes with these four pho-

netic qualities. One may say that the three-way and four-way in-

terchanges reflect a lesser ability to perceive the distinct qualities 

of the Tiberian vowels than the two-way pataḥ—segol interchange 

and so a lesser competence in the Tiberian pronunciation.10 

                                                 
10 Such a breakdown in the perception of differences in vowel qualities 

is reflected also in the rhymes of some medieval Hebrew poetry, in 

which, for example, a syllable with qameṣ can rhyme with a syllable 

with ṣere (Rand 2020). 
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I.4.3.4. Hypercorrect Lengthening of Vowels 

In §I.2.8.1.2. it was shown how the duration of long qameṣ and 

segol in word-final position was compressed in deḥiq construc-

tions such as  

L: ה יד  ע   ם ְוא  ב ֔  ‘I shall cause to witness against them’ (Deut. 

31.28) 

L:  ִ י־א  ִִֹ֑הּלִֶמ  ְךּל   ‘who are these to you?’ (Gen. 33.5) 

In the Tiberian tradition, however, an effort was made to 

sustain the duration of these vowels in deḥiq to ensure that they 

were not completely reduced to short vowels, as happened in 

other reading traditions. 

Due to imperfect learning of the Tiberian tradition, this 

orthoepic measure of sustaining the duration of the word-final 

vowels qameṣ and segol in deḥiq was sometimes extended 

hypercorrectly to historically short qameṣ and segol. This is re-

flected by the Karaite transcription BL Or 2539 MS B (=ff. 115-

132), which represents historically short qameṣ and segol in un-

stressed closed syllables with mater lectionis ʾalif. The fact that 

other historically short vowel qualities in these conditions are not 

represented by matres lectionis suggests that this phenomenon is 

related to the orthoepic lengthening of qameṣ and segol in deḥiq, 

e.g.  

י :BL Or 2539 MS B, fol. 125r, 15 | L [BHS]) ۠قاۖذۛشي  ְדש    .Num ק 

18.8 ‘the holy gifts of’) 
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ה :BL Or 2539 MS B, fol. 125r, 16 | L [BHS]) ۖل۠ماش۠حا  ֶ֛ ְשח   ְלמ 

Num. 18.8 ‘a priestly portion’) 

ק־ :BL Or 2539 MS B, fol. 125r, 16 | L [BHS]) ۖل۠حاق   .Num ְלח 

18.8 ‘as a due’) 

 ۚ ت  لࣵوۢ ת :BL Or 2539 MS B, fol. 115v, 6 | L [BHS]) ۜعاۖغ   ֶעְגֹל 

Num. 7.3 ‘covered wagons’) 
This manuscript reflects the hypercorrect lengthening also 

of ḥaṭef qameṣ, e.g. 

ם :BL Or 2539 MS B, fol. 122v, 13 | L [BHS]) ۠اۙهاۛليۜهام  יֶה֔ ֳהל  ָּֽ  א 

Num. 16.27 ‘their tents’) 

I.4.4. THE READING OF THE TIBERIAN VOCALIZATION IN 

THE LATER MIDDLE AGES 

The various phenomena described above arose when the Tiberian 

pronunciation was still a living tradition. It was familiar to the 

scribes of the manuscripts, even if imperfectly, and it was re-

garded as a prestigious target. In the later Middle Ages, after the 

Tiberian pronunciation had fallen into oblivion, the prestige and 

authority of the oral Tiberian reading shifted to the written sign 

system (§I.0.12.). The Tiberian vocalization of manuscripts was 

then largely disconnected from the pronunciation of readers. 

Since there was no longer any attempt at achieving a pronuncia-

tion that differed from the local traditions, the Hebrew Bibles 

came to be read with these local traditions.




